Fowler bradismo accessible to a larger audience, resulting in the publication of source material relating to this heresy, specifically the procesos of at least some of the accused.6 This immense historiography most often focuses on the group identified as Alumbrados in 1520's Toledo, occasionally mentioning the next appearance of the heresy in Extremadura, but rarely making any effort to understand how and why the heresy continued to appear sporadically in Spain and its colonial holdings during the rest of the sixteenth century and beyond.7 Studying individual manifestations of alumbradismo in a particular time and place has left us with a fractured understanding of what the Spanish Inquisition understood as a coherent and unified sect.
The initial group that became known as Alumbrados lacked a formal statement of doctrine or clear leader. The understanding that they constituted a distinct heretical sect was the product of the Spanish Inquisition's efforts to identify, define, and categorize suspicious individuals in and around Toledo in the 1520s. There was no such thing as an Alumbrado heresy, or even an Alumbrado heretic, until the Inquisition elected to identify and persecute them. As R.I. Moore points out in The Formation of a Persecuting Society, 'heresy exists only in so far as authority chooses to declare its existence' .8 Thus, from its inception, the heresy of Alumbradismo and the supposed threat it posed was a construct of the Inquisition that would develop and evolve over the course of the sixteenth century: 'The Inquisition created the vocabulary of the Alumbrado heresy, taught it to the public, who denounced practitioners in their communities, and catalogued its existence in trial proceedings ' .9 This essay unites the manifestations of Alumbradismo in Spain and New Spain during the sixteenth century to demonstrate how the Inquisition's definition of the heresy could evolve and spread without impairing the fundamental understanding of it as a coherent and unified sect. Grouping together the Alumbrados of the 1520s, a group of Converso beatas and their male followers who practiced an interior spirituality devoid of any form of external expression, with those of the 1590s, a sensual cadre of religious men leading groups of beatas who experienced public raptures and ecstasies, has led many historians to dismiss the charge as a catch-all encompassing such a plethora of deviant behaviors and practices that it became effectively meaningless by the late sixteenth century.10 Such an assessment, however, fails to consider the inquisitorial reasoning that occurred between these dates which would explain the conglomeration of these seemingly disparate religious trends. A better approach would consider the larger context created by the Inquisition in its efforts to prosecute those it labeled as Alumbrados as well as the inquisitorial logic and processes that contributed to understanding these groups as analogous. Too often historians reproduce the categories used by the Inquisition without examining the development, or even exact meaning, of these classifications, assuming them to be static entities.11 Rather than becoming too vague to be meaningful, the charge of Alumbradismo developed over time, as most understandings of heterodoxy do, and its evolution is clearly traceable through the sixteenth century. The documentation pertaining to this alleged sect demonstrates a clear progression of inquisitorial thought as individuals and experiences contributed to redefining the parameters of what constituted this heresy. However, ideas were not enough to generate heretics. The appearance of Alumbrados throughout the sixteenth century required not only a definition of this heresy, even if it was evolving, but also individuals willing to work with, and sometimes for, the Inquisition to ensure its eradication.12 Alumbrados and their 'heretical deviance was not something to be discovered; it was something to be constructed from the interplay of social anxieties as well as competing personal and institutional agendas' .13
Formulating Alumbradismo: Toledo, 1520s-1530s
The heresy of Alumbradismo was officially formulated by the Spanish Inquisition in 1525 to denominate a group of suspects preaching and practicing an interiorized and antinomian spirituality in and around Toledo. The threat posed by these individuals seemed particularly potent considering the religious milieu of the moment. After decades of aggressive activity against Conversos and their alleged judaizing practices, the Spanish Inquisition had checked the most obvious excesses that had originally inspired the institution's founding. However, the fact that the majority of suspects eventually designated as Alumbrados were Conversos stirred old suspicions about the New Christian population and their heretical proclivities.14 Further complicating the suspects' position was their advocation of an interior spirituality. A strong reform movement spearheaded by the Franciscan order had recently enjoyed the patronage of some of the highest ranking Spanish ecclesiastics, including Cardinal Francisco Jiménez de Cisneros, and this had led to an A Category Created, Perpetrators Punished: An Edict, an Auto de Fe The inability to strictly classify this group as Lutherans or Erasmians or Judaizers forced the Inquisition to construct a novel heretical identity for these individuals. Thereafter, it would be incorporated into the Inquisition's General Edicts of Faith which were periodically read aloud to the public to teach them about the heretical practices the institution was interested in pursuing.20
The Inquisition's mandate to enforce orthodoxy required it to delineate and categorize that which failed to correspond to this mold: 'In a society defined by faith the power of defining the faith itself was the key to every door' .21 This need was especially acute during periods of breakdown or questioning of traditional religious categories.22 At no time was Catholicism a monolith, despite the Church's best efforts, and the parameters of orthodoxy were neither fixed nor always agreed upon. Spiritual practices and opinions only became 'heresy when authorities declare[d] it intolerable' .23 Once this occurred, the Inquisition had to provide concrete classifications and definitions, based on institutional memory as well as contemporary investigations, of who and what was to be persecuted.24 Formulating heretical identities and categories for these groups facilitated the Inquisition's work of persecution, while producing knowledge about heresy. Even repression had productive qualities.25 These novel descriptions of heresy were then codified in inquisitorial records and confirmed through the public punishment of those the Inquisition elected to place within to be a man-made rather than divine law. They spoke out against the taking of holy vows and claimed that in the 'matrimonial act' couples were closer to God than when in prayer. However, with the exception of one beata, the group was not known for indulging in illicit sexual behaviors.30 They mocked those who gesticulated during the celebration of the Mass, saying 'it was nothing but playing with the body in church' .31 Some of the leading figures of the supposed Alumbrados were even known for reproaching certain Franciscans for the scandal caused when they experienced public raptures and ecstasies. Again, apart from the beata already noted for her sexual impropriety, the first alleged Alumbrados did not claim to experience visions, revelations, or any sort of somatic experiences considered indicative of divine favor or gifts.32 Deciding how to handle these suspects produced a range of opinions. In the case of Pedro Ruiz de Alcaraz, considered to be one of the leaders of the group, thirteen judges were consulted regarding his punishment. Of these, seven voted that he be 'relaxed to the secular arm' and burned for his heretical crimes, while the other six were more merciful in their judgments. respected theologian by 1527 when he was asked to provide his opinion on the early Alumbrados. He argued that not only should Alcaraz burn but also his accomplice Isabel de la Cruz since 'it would be great nonsense to condemn the disciple and save the teacher' . He continued by arguing that Gaspar de Bedoya deserved the same fate because of his fervor, which exceeded even that of his teachers, Alcaraz and De la Cruz. Ochoa went on to warn that unless this heretical spark was extinguished, Spain would be consumed by its fire. He claimed that the reach of this evil was already extensive and growing by the day and that like rotten meat it must be cut away to save the rest.35 Ultimately, however, the Consejo chose to handle the Toledo Alumbrados with leniency, prescribing public punishment and reclusion rather than flames. Although Ochoa's opinion was deemed excessively harsh in these cases, this did not prevent him from sharing what he knew and how he thought about Alumbrados and the dangers they posed in the future.
Re-Defining Alumbradismo: Extremadura, 1570s
Despite continuing suspicions that occasional individuals, mostly intellectuals and humanists, maintained a form of this heresy in the wake of the 1520s, it was only in the 1570s that a group, this time in Extremadura, was identified as Alumbrados.36 However, the accused and their practices differed dramatically from their Toledo predecessors, and the Consejo elected to redefine the heresy in a new Edict of Faith that was released in 1574. By the time this group was punished in Extremadura, the definition of what it was to be an Alumbrado had evolved significantly. Catholic Church.37 Of particular significance to the redefinition of Alumbradismo were the efforts to reform the clergy, encourage the laity to hear sermons and take communion more frequently, centralize and formalize the process of saint-making, and force beatas into convents. However, the zeal of the ecclesiastical hierarchy was not always effectively translated into more local settings.38 Despite how quickly and completely the mandates of the Council of Trent were or were not accepted locally, the impetus of the Tridentine decrees facilitated an expansion of the inquisitorial mandate. Originally established to police the habits and beliefs of New Christians, the efforts to homogenize Catholic practice provided the Inquisition with a forceful justification for the prosecution of Old Christian practices and beliefs that lay outside the bounds of the orthodoxy reaffirmed by Trent.39 The report of Dominican Alonso de la Fuente, which would eventually bring these latest Alumbrado suspects before the Holy Office, was steeped in rhetoric and examples of how this group failed to adhere to Tridentine ideals and thus warranted inquisitorial interest.
The Crusader: Alonso de la Fuente The Dominican Alonso de la Fuente, who would bring the latest cases of Alumbradismo to the attention of the Consejo, was a native of Extremadura. He was born in Fuente del Maestre in 1533 to Old Christians with his father and grandfathers all members of the Military Order of Santiago. Sent to attend the Colegio de Santo Tomás in Seville, he took the Dominican habit in 1557 at the Real Convento de San Pablo in that same city. After over a decade at the Colegio, 37 Many historians prefer this term to 'Counter-Reformation' on the grounds that the Catho- According to De la Fuente, upon returning to Extremadura, he encountered a preacher with a company of beata followers. Although local opinion held the group in high esteem as pious and holy, De la Fuente became quickly disillusioned upon hearing that these beatas were experiencing ecstasies and raptures, especially after engaging in spiritual contemplation. De la Fuente ordered them to desist in the practice since, according to Catholic teaching, somatic experiences were meant to be the final step toward spiritual per fection rather than one of the first. His admonitions were met with ridicule and mocking. Undeterred, De la Fuente spent the next five years traveling and preaching against this genre of deviance all the while keeping the local inquisitorial tribunal in Llerena abreast of his discoveries. The tribunal, however, proved unresponsive, requiring De la Fuente to eventually address his concerns to the Consejo and even the king. Admitting that his reports contained 'things very new, very dark, and never seen by the Inquisition' , his frustration at the indifference of the tribunal was palpable: 'I actually see the heresy clearly and openly, and I could not show it to the Holy Office nor find eyes able to see it' . Not only was the tribunal unconcerned, but his efforts to preach against these irregularities were often received with ambivalence, if not clear rejection. De la Fuente even began to suspect that individuals were reporting him to the Inquisition for causing scandal, although conceding that he 'never tired nor did the theme of Alumbrados ever leave my mouth' .43 His preaching, at least according to his own reporting, did convince a handful of individuals to abandon the heterodox group and return to the Catholic fold, and he utilized their knowledge and confessions to formulate more specific allegations against those who had previously been their co-religionists. Based on De la Fuente's allegations it is clear that he was familiar with the 1525 Edict of Faith against Alumbrados but was in no way satisfied with its moderate assessment. While echoing certain concerns from that document, he drastically enhanced others. According to him this latest group believed that an individual could reach a point of spiritual perfection when virtuous works became unnecessary, as did obedience to prelates, the Pope, or the king because they were governed directly by God. They denigrated the sacraments of holy orders and marriage, even encouraging women not to participate, much less delight, in the fulfilment of the conjugal debt. Furthermore, they disparaged the need for fasts, claiming the superior efficacy of mental prayer and contemplation, which required them to eat well and not abstain from meat. Mental prayer was elevated to a sacrament and believed to be all that was necessary to comply with divine law. These Alumbrados advocated receiving communion in many forms so as to garner more grace. Nonetheless, averting one's eyes at the moment of the Host's consecration remained standard practice. Finally, there was no need to obey the Commandments to achieve salvation. 44 At least part of what De la Fuente described resonated with the earlier understanding of Alumbrados. However, from this starting point he went on to 43 ' The demonization of liminal religious groups was a reoccurring theme in Western European thought.49 However, this demonization was often accompanied by efforts to sexualize such individuals by claiming they practiced all sorts of deviant erotic behaviors as well. Once he made clear the demonic nature of the group, De la Fuente went on to describe how this influence led to the indulgence of base carnal desires. He explained how many of the women involved 'were terribly inflamed with desires of the flesh' , a problem for which their teachers provided the 'natural remedy' in the form of kissing these women's mouths, chest, and touching their 'shameful parts' , claiming that such acts were not sinful because they were gifts of 'spiritual people' . These 'remedies' were frequent and advanced enough that steps were taken to ensure the were demands for obedience to the teachers of the doctrine and rejection of any authority that interfered with their mental prayer. This included an increasingly exclusive idea that the only means to salvation was through the teachings of these same Alumbrados. The importance of communion as a means to experience the divine was emphasized while at the same time devaluing the necessity of its consecration. Most divergent from the earliest Edict, and also the earliest accused Alumbrados, was the addition of a clause that certain fervors, tremors, pains, shaking and fainting spells were indications of God's love and demonstrated the presence of the Holy Spirit in the individual.59 It had been De la Fuente who had first brought these somatic experiences of the Extremadura group to the Consejo's attention. Therefore it is clear that at least some of his allegations found their way into the revised Edict of 1574 sent with López de Montoya on his investigations in Extremadura.
Despite the visible influence of De la Fuente's reports in the construction of the new Edict of Faith, the Consejo was not wholly convinced by his polemics, especially in relation to who constituted the Alumbrado menace. In his report to Felipe II De la Fuente implicated the Jesuit Order, which he regularly referred to as 'teatinos' in the heresy of Alumbradismo.60 He also echoed the concern about the presence of reformed Franciscans, which had been present since the earliest cases in the 1520s.61 While the reference to the Franciscans had clear precedents, it was De la Fuente's concern over the Jesuits that signified the future trajectory of the allegation despite its lack of originality. The distinguished Dominican theologian Melchor Cano had identified connections between alumbrados and Jesuits immediately following his participation in the Council of Trent.62 The founder of the Company of Jesus, Ignatius Loyola, 59 In De la Fuente also referred to the notion of an Alumbrado-Converso nexus originally posited during the Toledo cases earlier in the century. He reported that the entire population of the town of Zafra was Converso and that every one of them were Alumbrados, or at the very least relatives and friends of Alumbrados. He went on to claim that in that town sixty of the seventy priests were in fact Jews.64 Of the nineteen individuals who would eventually be punished as Alumbrados in the upcoming auto, nine were either vecinos or naturales of Zafra. Nonetheless, not one of these individuals was identified as a Converso in the report of the auto de fe.65 Therefore this preponderance of suspects from Zafra was, in all likelihood, more related to the town being one of the first locations visited by Inquisitor López de Montoya rather than any sort of continuing understanding about the entanglement between Alumbrados and Conversos. Ultimately, De la Fuente's efforts to associate these two groups in his petition to the king were half-hearted at best.66 He demonstrated a significantly greater concern about the possibility of a Jesuit infused spirituality and the participation of the Devil rather than any remnants of Jewish practice or belief. Although De la Fuente proves that the concept of an AlumbradoConverso nexus had not been forgotten, it held significantly less traction in a post-Tridentine religious landscape than it had in the decades following the expulsion and mass conversion of the Jews.
If the Consejo ignored De la Fuente's concerns about Alumbrados as either Jesuits or Conversos, they also failed to adopt his concerns about particular 63 For According to De la Fuente, the freshly appointed inquisitor to Extremadura, López de Montoya, struggled to determine whether the alleged Alumbrados' inspiration was holy or demonic. Acting as informal consultant, De la Fuente insisted that if the lives of these suspects were taken into account, not just their claims but their manner of living, the origin of their beliefs would become clear. This advice and the ensuing investigation into the habits of the Alumbrados, proved sufficient to convince López de Montoya of their deviance.68 The advice to judge the heterodoxy of suspected Alumbrados based on their lifestyle would become a regular directive in later persecutions of Alumbrados but also spiritual women in general.69 In fact, De la Fuente and his advice were judged useful enough for the Consejo to promote him to a salaried member of the inquisitorial staff. Henceforth he was paid to accompany López de Montoya on his visita.70
New Men, New Instructions, a New Auto de Fe
The growing number of suspects generated by the work of López de Montoya and De la Fuente convinced the Consejo that the Llerena tribunal needed additional personnel. The inquisitor of Toledo, Antonio Matos de Noroña was sent 'to find out the truth of the said matter of the Alumbrados' . Upon his arrival, the newest appointee delved into the mass of already accumulated documentation regarding the alleged Alumbrados, and the Consejo granted him permission to appoint theologians to assess the suspects. De la Fuente, López de Montoya, and Matos de Noroña, formed an inquisitorial cadre whose mission was to root out the heresy of Alumbradismo from Extremadura. These men would become the experts on this heresy as they worked to eradicate it. In the process, all of their careers benefited, each earning promotions for their diligent work in identifying and helping to stamp out Alumbradismo. In 1578 the concerns of De la Fuente that had been dismissed in the 1574 Edict were partially addressed. As investigations continued, the accuracy of De la Fuente's allegations about the group's sexual practices became clear. The Consejo released a carta acordada in January 1578 demanding the following clause be added to the 1574 Edict of Faith: 'If they know that between the said Alumbrados and their devout daughters of confession and communion that certain touching of kisses and embraces and other dishonesties occurred, saying that they give it and the women receive these for consolation, strength and inspiration to maintain them in the prayer and meditation that they teach' .71 This was the first time Alumbrados were officially charged with any form of sexual depravity, an indictment absent from both the 1525 and 1574 Edicts. Although De la Fuente made it clear from the beginning that this was inherent to the Extremadura group, the Consejo only conceded the point after an additional four years of investigation and interrogation.
Finally on 14 June 1579 the Llerena tribunal conducted a public auto de fe in which nineteen individuals were punished 'for the sect and doctrine of Alumbrados' . All were forced to abjure de levi with six religious men sentenced to the galleys, one of the harshest punishments in the Inquisition's repertoire short of death. All of the men accused ultimately confessed to indulging in various forms of sexual license with their female penitents. Some admitted, including those subjected to torture, to teaching 'Alumbrado doctrines' but failed to specify what exactly this entailed.72 The beatas who were punished received one hundred lashes and were required to spend three years in reclusion and were henceforth assigned confessors. Some of the beatas also faced fines ranging from 30,000-50,000 maravedís. in Jaén, and that recently his suspicions had only been confirmed: 'It is important for the service of God that the gentlemen [of the Consejo] understand that the suspicions of the sect of Alumbrados are true and that they are in the Kingdom and particularly in the bishopric of Jaén' .78 A short while later, De la Fuente was ordered to appear yet again before the Consejo and he used this opportunity to deliver additional reports about the Alumbrado threat in Cordoba.79 López de Montoya continued his visita without the assistance of De la Fuente, and his report is the most detailed existing document about the Alumbrados of Jaén.80 However, because his job consisted only of gathering testimony, a process that lacked the safeguards of an inquisitorial trialdefense attorney, character witnesses, and the ability to respond to accusations -the report provides only the darkest possible portrait of this group.81 The multifarious accusations against the supposed leader Gaspar Lucas included sexual misconduct, crimes against the sacraments of confession and communion, as well as claims that he could discern and dispel evil spirits, all in association with his devoted beata followers. He regularly engaged in sexual acts with his beatas, both inside and outside of the confessional, including kissing, embracing, and fondling while discussing 'the spirit of fornication' . He demanded a monopoly on his beatas, confessions and obedience, while assuring them that they could not sin without the intent to sin. His beatas were known for taking daily communion at his encouragement, often without previously confessing. It was typically during communion that these women would fall into fits, throwing their arms up, screaming, howling, gritting their teeth, and sometimes even fleeing the church. In such moments, despite these defiant actions, Lucas would pry their mouths open and forcibly administer the sacrament of communion to cure these women of what they claimed was proof of their endemoniamientos. Triumphing over the Devil was a common hagiographical trope and was understood to be part of the process toward union with the Divine. In this case, the beatas hoped that by demonstrating their triumph over the demonic within them, with the help of their confessor, that they were proving themselves as holy women. José Luis Sánchez Lora, 'Demonios y santos: el combate singular' , in El diablo en la edad testimony abounded against Lucas' followers as well. They experienced and publicized visions, revelations, raptures, clairvoyance, and ecstasies, which most witnesses claimed, at least to the visitador, were feigned to convince their audience of their holiness and thus garner material rewards. Eventually a number of the accused beatas would confess to simulating their supposed gifts, and some would even testify against Lucas. By the conclusion of what was already an extensive report, López de Montoya stated: 'Many other things I have received in this visita against other beatas and individuals given to these exercises, that, to relieve the long-windedness, will not be included' . Apparently there was no lack of witnesses.83
Another Auto de Fe, Another Appraisal The auto de fe held in Cordoba on 21 January 1590 punished eight individuals 'for the sect of Alumbrados and feigning raptures and demonic possession' .84 The leader Lucas was charged with taking sexual license with his beatas and encouraging them to regularly partake of communion, frequently causing scandal when the beatas fell into various states of supposed rapture. The tribunal found him guilty of knowing and consenting to the beatas' counterfeit behavior and then supporting their claims that they were endemoniadas. Denying everything initially, his will softened after torture, and he admitted to inappropriately touching these women and then vaguely to 'having treated the doctrines of which he was accused' . The fact that this statement was elicited only in the wake of torture begs the question of what Lucas even understood about the heresy he confessed to teaching and spreading. Although Lucas was clearly identified in the report of the auto de fe as a Converso, he was the only one among the suspects punished as Alumbrados. The foremost beata of the group, María Romera, faced charges for acting as Lucas' concubine and eventually confessed to feigning raptures, revelations, and visions in an effort to be taken as saintly or, alternatively, as possessed by the Devil, although she was sure to clarify that she had never made a pact with him. The rest of the accused were sentenced as accomplices and often imitators of the deceits of Lucas and Romera. Most of the accused eventually confessed to simulating their demonstrations of sanctity and demonic possession, some under torture, some freely. If the Inquisition originally dismissed De la Fuente's 'eroto-demonic theory of heresy' in relation to the cases in Extremadura, the cases in Cordoba required a re-evaluation of his claim. By 1590 the Inquisition had clearly come to appreciate the sensual characteristics of the Alumbrado heresy, as posited by De la Fuente, however, the Cordoba group forced them to reconsider the role of the demonic. However, just as De la Fuente had predicted in his reports about Extremadura, in Cordoba the defendants ultimately chose to confess to feigning their demonic possessions rather than risk the consequence for being truly possessed by the Devil. Had the accused not confessed to faking their possessions, perhaps other aspects of De la Fuente's 'eroto-demonic theory of heresy' would have proven more influential. However, with these confessions, the tribunal had no need to inquire further into the role of the Devil among these Alumbrados. In Cordoba the guilty were punished not only as Alumbrados but also for 'feigning raptures and demonic possession' , a designation dramatically different from categories assigned to earlier Alumbrados and which acknowledged the duplicity of their alleged possessions. Although the Consejo failed to accept De la Fuente's idea that the Devil lurked in Alumbrado shadows, it was willing to concede that at least some Alumbrados pretended that was the case.
In many ways, the Alumbrados of Cordoba more closely resembled the heresy outlined by De la Fuente than those he intended to describe from Extremadura. This was the product of a laity primed to denounce and the deployment of inquisitorial expertise, both possible due to the temporal and geographic proximity of the two outbreaks. De la Fuente had proudly admitted to undertaking a five year preaching campaign against Alumbrados anywhere and everywhere he could since he first discovered them in 1570. His campaign was so persistent and stubborn that some considered him deranged, and he feared others denounced him to the Inquisition for causing scandal. Although often encountering ambivalence, occasionally De la Fuente was confronted with outright hostility. In one instance, a beata stormed the pulpit following his sermon, brandishing a cross and decrying everything he had said before she was forcibly removed. Other times he would be met with counter-sermons against his message. De la Fuente was even ordered to cease preaching at one point because of the uproar he caused. This extensive and even dramatic preaching campaign would have exposed a wide audience to De la Fuente's infamous topic, Alumbrados, influencing the laity's understanding of what this heresy entailed, who could be charged with it, and who and what they should denounce.85 By this time the laity would also have been exposed to the heresy of Alumbradismo through its punishment at the auto de fe of 1579. The most potent aspect of this event as a public spectacle was not learning how to be orthodox, but rather how to identify heterodoxy. The auto would have directly informed those present about the heresy of Alumbradismo while also stimulating discussion that would reach further and last longer than the event itself.86 It is difficult to imagine that an adjacent inquisitorial jurisdiction would not have heard reports, or at the very least rumors, about an auto de fe and extensive preaching campaign. As the inquisitor Salazar de Frías pointed out about charges of witchcraft in 1612, 'There were neither witches nor bewitched until they were talked and written about'; the same thing seems to be true of Alumbrados.87 The laity in Cordoba was primed, by De la Fuente's preaching campaign and the recent punishment of Alumbrados to identify and denounce en masse, at least according to the report of López de Montoya, suspect behaviors related to this heresy when an inquisitorial visitador came to town.88
Without the laity the Inquisition was incapable of functioning and pursuing suspects.89 However, once the laity provided denunciations the inquisitorial machine was set in motion. The deployment of a cadre of inquisitorial personnel 85 'It is hardly possible to exaggerate the importance of evangelism in the dissemination of ideas, and of the itinerant preacher, the archetypical outsider, in prompting the questioning of habits of life and deference long accepted as simply how things are' . A New Crusader?: Dionisio Castro The Dominican Dionisio Castro presented the first denunciation against Alumbrados in New Spain in 1593. The General Edict of Faith had been read aloud in Mexico City on 14 March and was, in all likelihood, a catalyst for Castro's denunciation, which was being forwarded to the tribunal of New Spain by 1 April.93 In this document Castro explained why he decided to denounce these particular individuals after hearing about their teachings: 'not feeling good about this language, because it smells and seems a lot like the Alumbrados that existed in Spain in the land of Extremadura, against whom I preached and was present for their imprisonment and punishment' .94 Clearly, this meant that Castro was familiar with the work of De la Fuente, as the driving force behind the investigation and persecution of Alumbrados in Extremadura. However, one historian has gone so far as to claim that Castro was De la Fuente's protégé.95 Although difficult to prove, there is plenty of circumstantial evidence that attests to this possibility. Castro was also a native of Extremadura, twelve years De la Fuente's junior, who would follow in his footsteps, taking the Dominican habit at San Pablo and attending the Colegio de Santo Tomás in Seville.96 Despite whether or not these men personally knew each other, the Dominicans of Seville clearly provided them with a shared intellectual and spiritual formation.
Castro's denunciation of Alumbrados in New Spain conformed to the 1574 Edict of Faith, including its remnants from the 1525 Edict. He explained how the male leaders of this group, specifically the chaplain of a local convent in Puebla, Juan Plata, and his assistant, Alonso de Espinosa, advocated for an 92 The carta acordada was clearly received and was listed in a 1711 compilation of instructions and similar orders. interior and antinomian spirituality unencumbered by exterior demonstrations of faith. They rejected the rites of confession and communion claiming that these could be done spiritually without the need for intermediaries or even the body. They discouraged the taking of holy orders as well as the use of rosaries and images believing all of these only shackled individuals to the world of the profane. These characteristics, originally posited in the 1525 Edict of Faith, had survived the redefinition of the heresy in 1574 and remained part of the inquisitorial understanding of Alumbradismo.97 Castro, however, also referenced a number of behaviors that made his familiarity with the more novel understandings of Alumbrados formulated in Extremadura clear. He repeatedly discussed the scandal caused by the leaders of this group within the convent they oversaw. Their favouritism toward certain nuns, especially Agustina de Santa Clara, whom they alleged was particularly saintly, resulted in rumors that this partiality had descended into the fulfillment of more base desires. Castro further recounted rumors that these men embraced and fondled the nuns in their care. When Plata was questioned about such actions, he claimed no sin had been committed since it had all been done with good intent and not with the will to sin, and he assured skeptics that his interactions with the nuns were dictated by godly revelation. Such behaviors were more reminiscent of the Alumbrados of Extremadura than their earlier precedents in Toledo.98 Despite Castro's role initiating investigations against alleged Alumbrados in New Spain he was never an adamant anti-alumbrado crusader in the model of De la Fuente. Nonetheless, his denunciation provided the tribunal with a starting point from which it could assume its own investigative impetus. Eventually the majority of these suspects would be arrested for 'following and approving of the sect of Alumbrados' .99 However, the Inquisition's investigations did not always result in the expansion of initial allegations.100 At times the investigative procedures of the tribunal allowed it to act as a mitigating force in heresy accusations, and this was the case for Alumbradismo The supposed Alumbrados of New Spain shared similarities with those accused in Extremadura but also with those in Cordoba, although how much the tribunal of New Spain would have known about the latter considering their very recent punishment is questionable. Alonso de la Fuente would have easily recognized the suspects in New Spain as Alumbrados, especially considering their rampant sexual misconduct.102 These individuals also attempted to convince others that they were saintly through the use of prognostication and claiming that they could see, and even assist, souls in purgatory. One beata was infamous for her very public displays of what she claimed were divine ecstasies and raptures, even going so far to demonstrate these before the inquisitors while she was being interrogated.103 Although in Cordoba beatas had feigned demonic possession to demonstrate their ability to overcome this well-known obstacle on the path to saintliness, in New Spain these women chose to feign sanctity by explaining their somatic experiences as blessings directly from God. De la Fuente would have recognized in these suspects of New Spain many of the traits he posited about the Alumbrados of Extremadura.
Investigation and Inquiry
During the trials of the suspects in New Spain there were numerous reasons and opportunities to identify them as Alumbrados. The initial denunciation of Castro labeled them as Alumbrados. The tribunal's prosecutor ordered their arrest 'for following and approving of the sect of Alumbrados' . The most damning of the theological assessments indicted the beliefs of one suspect as reflecting 'content that seems to be of the Alumbrado dogmatists of Llerena' . 104 Another calificador suggested that this group's rejection of exterior acts of faith was 'suspected of the doctrine of alumbrados' .105 A plethora of other assessments included various forms of the word 'alumbrar' , from which the label 'Alumbrado' stemmed but without necessarily or explicitly linking these to the charge of heresy. Individuals were described variously as 'suspected of alumbramiento' ,106 demonstrating 'indications of alumbramiento and illusion '107 or 'alumbramientos, illusions, and deceits' .108 None theless, by the time of the prosecutor's formal accusation and the presentation of these subjects in the public auto de fe in 1601, there was no mention of the heresy of Alumbradismo. The guilty were punished instead for 'diverse crimes' and for participating in deeds 'close to and suspected of heresy, but not formal heresy' .109
The closest any of the suspects came to being associated with formal heresy was the last tried, Juan Núñez. Although arrested, like his co-religionists, for 'approving and following the sect of Alumbrados' , during his trial it became clear that his heresies lay elsewhere. As testimony accrued the theological concern turned from Alumbradismo to suspicions of Lutheranism and eventually rested on allegations of Judaizing. His appearance in the auto de fe of 1603 was 'For lying and being vehemently suspected of keeping the Law of Moses' as well as 'other pernicious, erroneous, and offensive propositions' , but never for Alumbradismo.110 Despite this change in accusation from Alumbradismo to Judaizing, how this happened demonstrates that it was not a conflation between Alumbradismo and judaizing practices. While Conversos could still be Alumbrados, the assumption that Alumbrados were always Conversos had largely fallen by the wayside. Furthermore, the allegations of Núñez as a Judaizer only came to light when his cellmate in the inquisitorial prison decided to denounce him to the inquisitors. Assisting the Inquisition in its pursuit of heretics was a well-known means of courting leniency for oneself. The witness utilized common and well-known conventions of Judaizing accusations to implicate Núñez, claiming that he wore clean clothes on Saturday, refused to eat pork, and gave greater esteem to the Old Testament than the New.111 In all likelihood, the recent burning of a number of Judaizers in the large 1596 auto de fe, including the infamous Luis de Carvajal, helped inform the witness' decision to accuse Núñez of this heresy in the belief that it would readily pique the Inquisition's interest. Therefore, the imprisonment of Núñez as an Alumbrado and his final punishment for Judaizing speaks more to dynamics functioning within the tribunal of New Spain at this time rather than understandings about the heresy of Alumbradismo.
Ultimately, the charge of Alumbradismo faltered in New Spain, at least in its first appearance. Despite clear resonance with the Alumbrados of Extremadura, and even Cordoba, the tribunal of New Spain did not find the charge appropriate for their current concerns and circumstances. Those imprisoned for 'approving and following the sect of Alumbrados' were ultimately punished for 'diverse crimes' , 'lies and deceit' , and at their most suspicious 'lying and vehemently suspect of guarding the Law of Moses' .112 What most differentiates those accused as Alumbrados in Spain in the wake of the 1574 Edict and this group in New Spain were the radically differing judgments by their local tribunals. Although every tribunal possessed the same inquisitorial definition of the heresy of Alumbradismo, how they chose to use it varied. In all likelihood, there were many factors and reasons why the threat of Alumbradismo failed to resonate with the tribunal of New Spain. However, one clear issue that sets this manifestation of alleged Alumbrados apart from those in Extremadura and Cordoba was the lack of willing persecutors. Unlike Cordoba, the tribunal of New Spain lacked personnel experienced in prosecuting Alumbrados as well as a laity attuned to this heresy based on recent preaching campaigns and public punishments. Whereas Extremadura, and later Cordoba, reaped the benefits of a zealous anti-Alumbrado crusader in the person of De la Fuente, in New Spain no such figure existed. The mere presence of ideas and discourses about heresy did not always result in the appearance of heretics. Until the participation of individuals, willing to denounce heresy coincided with the Inquisition's own interest, it was nearly impossible to pursue any group of heretics: 'the explanation lies not with the victims but with the persecutors' .113
Conclusion
The inquisitorial construction of the heresy of Alumbradismo originating in the 1520s underwent significant developments over the course of the century. The result was that starkly different individuals and crimes were labeled as indicative of this heresy, depending on where and when it was discovered and prosecuted. Tracing this evolution makes it clear that Alumbradismo was never used as an all embracing accusation in the sixteenth century. Instead, it evolved in a linear manner as new information, allegations, and punishments were considered by the Inquisition and factored into the equation of what constituted Alumbradismo. Categories of heresy rarely emerged fully formed, and the fact that the persecution of Alumbrados was 'subject to processes of historical modification and selection' does not prove that these were made carelessly.114 Rather than a sign of weakness, the adaptability of the Inquisition helped ensure its continuation across centuries and continents. Tracing the evolution of the heresy of Alumbradismo through the course of the sixteenth century also illuminates a network of men in the employ of the Inquisition, or at the very least exposed to its process, who connect each of these individual appearances of this heresy into a coherent whole. The fact that the major appearances of Alumbradismo in the sixteenth century in Spain and New Spain can be connected, not only by the heretical crime they were accused of but also by a network tied to the Inquisition speaks volumes about the institution's organization of educated and religious men who were capable of spreading their ideas about heterodoxy amidst their efforts to police orthodoxy. While De la Fuente was clearly the most outspoken of these men his work was the product of other's earlier thinking about Alumbrado heretics and went on to heavily influence not only how other inquisitorial personnel, but also the Inquisition as an institution, understood this heresy. Despite the death of De la Fuente in 1592, Dominican calificadores continued to cite his work, assuring the Consejo of their qualifications to judge suspected Alumbrados 'because we have the papers of our Order, among them those of padre maestro fray Alonso de la Fuente' .115 By the time the Edict of Faith against Alumbrados underwent its final revision in 1623, it fully embraced the charges of sexual impropriety posited by De la Fuente decades earlier and maintained that Alumbrados did in fact claim to experience raptures and various forms of ecstatic fits although it remained silent on the issue of demonic participation.116
Ultimately, the necessary requisites for the prosecution of Alumbrados by the Inquisition included the dissemination of the inquisitorial discourse about this heresy and individuals, often but not always in the employ of the In quisition, willing to pursue it. After the initial Edict of Faith in 1525, it is clear that this first ingredient was circulating. While lay accessibility varied, this in quisitorial construct achieved its greatest exposure in the wake of preaching campaigns and public punishments. Similarly, only following continuing appearances of the heresy did a cadre of inquisitorial personnel develop an expertise on Alumbradismo, leading to professional promotions of their own, which only encouraged them to continue to actively seek to root out these heretics. Failing these components, as happened in New Spain, alleged Alumbra dos were brushed aside as instances of deceit rather than heresy. If the individuals in Extremadura and Cordoba were Alumbrados, then so too were those accused in New Spain in the 1590s. The difference in how the charge of Alumbradismo was deployed, prosecuted, and ultimately judged, says more about the inquisitorial context in which these occurred, than the deviants it was meant to describe.
